Polarization of tryptophan fluorescence measurements in muscle. A re-evaluation.
The degree of polarization of the intrinsic tryptophan fluorscence of glycerinated simgle muscle fibres or fibre bundles (rabbit psoas or dorsal longitudinal muscle of Lethocerus maximus) was measured: a) With sufficiently high (15 mM) ATP concentration or when an ATP regenerating system was used no difference in the degree of polarization of a contracting and a relaxed muscle was detected, whereas a distinct difference was detected between the relaxed and the rigor state. In contrast a distinct difference between the relaxed and contracting state was obtained at low ATP concentrations (5 mM). This difference is interpreted to be caused by an ATP-free core (rigor core) in the centre of the fibre. b) No change in the polarization degree was detected after a rapid release of the contracting muscle. c) In rigor state no difference in the degree of polarization of the tryptophan fluorescence was observed in the presence or absence of AMPPNP (concentration 0.5 mM). These findings and the lack of difference between the polarization degree of the contracting and the relaxed muscle is interpreted to indicate that the polarization degree of the tryptophan fluorescence is not sensitive to the orientation of the cross bridges, or that the cross bridges do not rotate.